COMPANY
A2TRADE was incorporated as a private limited liability company limited
by shares, duly incorporated in 2018 under the laws of Estonia and
Gibraltar. The company incorporated in Estonia and Gibraltar to obtain
virtual currency and hot wallet licenses in both jurisdictions and banking
for its exchange clients within Europe. The main headquarters of the
company will be based within Gibraltar, and its regulation will be based
on a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) Gibraltar License and
Payment Institution (PI) License under the FCA in the UK.

ICO DETAILS

HOW TO PURCHASE

ICO date: 15 February 2019
Pre-sale: 2 January 2019

Participants in the A2TRADE ICO will be able to purchase ATT tokens at a
discounted price. The token will be available for trading on our exchange and
other exchanges after the ICO. Visit token.a2trade.io/register to sign up and
buy tokens today. We can add another Crypto deposit by request; send us an
email at sales@a2trade.io

Hard cap: $26.6 M
Softcap: $2.1 M
ICO website: a2trade.io

Crypto Accepted: ADA, B2BX, BCH, BTC, BNB, ETH, EOS, DASH, DOGE,
LTC, NEO, NEM, OMG, USDT, XMR and XRP.

MEMBERSHIPS
Standard
Deposit:

$500

PROJECT
We will create a Hybrid Crypto Exchange/Broker, with all payments
(withdrawal and deposit) seamlessly integrated with a shared account
system in numerous fiat and Cryptocurrency E-wallets. We will integrate
the latest trading platforms, tools, and apps into a single platform for all
your trading and investing needs, powered by the blockchain technology.
The platform will support trading and exchange of the following assets:
Stocks, Bonds, Indices, Forex, Cryptocurrency CFDs, Cryptocurrencies,
and physical assets including gold and diamonds.

SOLUTIONS WE OFFER
A2TRADE is pursuing the ambitious goal of creating a hybrid broker and
exchange with automation at every step. A2TRADE will provide solutions
to the following problems in the online trading industry. We will solve the
many problems users have with fragmented trading platforms and broker
account architectures. We bring to the market significant innovations
which solve key market problems:
Too many accounts and platforms
We will provide a consolidated platform for all your investing, trading, and
exchange needs. Eliminate the need for a separate broker and exchange
accounts.
Lack of payment options
We will add our own Payment Service Provider to the platform based on
our users’ requests and it will be built seamlessly into the trading and
exchange platform.
Lack of leverage, margin and hedging
Addition of Cryptocurrency CFDs with 3:1 leverage and Forex CFDs with
100:1 allows members to utilize margin, short selling, and hedging.
Investors and traders can benefit from falling Cryptocurrency prices by
utilizing short selling.
Lack of flexibility with accounts
Provide shared wallets between all trading packages and support instant
conversion between any fiat and virtual (crypto) currency wallet. All
e-wallets are accessible from all trading and exchange platforms.
No Risk management
Our exchange will provide auto-trade features for stoploss and stoplimit
orders, with maximum draw-down settings on all trades.

ROADMAP – KEY MILE STONES

Silver

Exchange and Broker Services

Gold

Deposit:

$5,000

ATT Balance:

$5,000

Exchange Discount:

35%

CFDs Discount:

10%

Funds:

YES

Platinum

Deposit:

$10,000

Deposit:

$25,000

ATT Balance:

$10,000

ATT Balance:

$25,000

Exchange Discount:

35%

Exchange Discount:

35%

CFDs Discount:

25%

CFDs Discount:

35%

Voting: YES

OTC: YES

Voting: YES

OTC: YES

VIP Funds:

YES

VIP Funds:

YES

AI Engine:

YES

AI Engine:

YES

PROJECT GOALS
Create the fastest and easiest to use exchange and broker platform
on the market.
Provide powerful trading tools that work from any device.
Library of automated robots to help traders, exchangers and novices.
Easy to use robots and trading signals accessible on the web and
Mobile App.
Utilize the latest trading packages and incorporate the best
technologies.
One of a Kind voting system to ensure members' desire for
improvement are met.
Maximize trading with 24/7 trading options for busy individuals.

TEAM

2018
Incorporation and Broker License Application
ICO launch and token sale
Application for virtual currency and hot wallet license
2019
ICO completion and release of tokens
Launch of MVP platform
Establishment of exchange headquarters in Gibraltar
Integration of broker and exchange services
2020
Application for EU broker’s license
Addition of physical gold to the exchange
Establishment of Asia regional ofﬁce
2021
Final release of all tools and platform

TOKEN DETAILS
Supply:

200,000,000 ATT

Sale:

130,000,000 ATT

Token
Symbol:

ATT

Token
Type:

Ethereum ERC-20

Utility:

YES

Smart
Contract:

YES

Whitelist
MIN:

Complete

Pre-ICO
MIN:

1,000 Tokens

ICO MIN:

None

Tokens
MAX:

Unlimited

ICO STRUCTURE
SALE

LIQUIDITY

TEAM/ADVISOR

BOUNTY

TOKEN

Chris Milinazzo

James Hamrock

Sebastian Forbes

Project Man ager

Blockchain Lead

Financial Ofﬁcer

Dr Steven Kelleti

Tatiana Shabanova

Momo Miyaji

Lead Scientist

Risk Manager

Head Sales ICO

Demetris Christou

Margarita Purh

AML & Compliance

Petros Zacharidies

Director

Legal Counsel

65%
DEVELOPMENT

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

LISTING

80%
MARGIN

95%
LEGAL

FUNDS
58%

68%

77% 85.8% 94.3%

